
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

    

                                                                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you haven’t heard about The Angel Project yet, it’s popular opinion     

that you will. This triple threat is a high-voltage progressive pop 

phenomenon with a unique sound, that is all their own. Their eclectic 

material and fresh vibe combine depth, dynamics and unmatched     

ethereal harmonies with impactful lyrics and intensely infectious dance 

beats. 

A couple of years back, this captivating sister act never expected to find 

themselves rocking the stage, but when adversity turned their lives upside 

down, fate stepped in and swept them up into the world of music, almost 

like it was meant to be…In only two years, this new path has led them to 

amazing opportunities like receiving personal accolades for their 

performance from legend Dr. Jane Goodall, opening for the world renowned 

Gear Fest and winning three top awards in just two years of performing in 

the Three Rivers Festival Parade. 

So much more than pretty faces with a sick beat, the young but tenacious 

Angels are on a mission to not only share their dynamic music with the 

world, but also to share their voices in promoting ethical awareness and 

sounding a call to arms for positive action across the globe - protecting the 

inherent rights of all life through enlightenment, kindness and 

empowerment. Their personal mantra, “Shine so brightly, others can see 

their way out of the dark.” 

Band members, Caris (15) Keys & Vocals, Kenady (13) Drums & Vocals and 

Cayley (10) Bass & Vocals, feel blessed by the opportunities this journey 

has afforded them and they are entirely grateful for the support and 

enthusiastic reception they continue to receive. “We didn’t expect it, but we 

have fully embraced it… Like we always say, whatever opportunities you 

receive in this life make them count.” 

So, what’s next? It’s been a busy year for the girls, between concerts, 

charity and community service events, as well as work on the soundtrack for 

an upcoming independent sci-fi adventure. Now, their focus is diving full 

throttle into the studio life, as they prepare to record their first original 

album. Their Christmas album is also expected to be released this fall.  

Ever the full-package power triad, whatever course this life takes them on, 

you can be sure The Angel Project will be seizing the day, making all things 

seem possible and leaving crowds elated wherever they go!  

 



 

 


